
Fantasy Forest Bowling

User Manual

（Please read this User Manual carefully before you installing this product.）
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Ⅰ．Features and description of games

Features

1．Carnival machine of lottery

2．The methods of playing the games are new, exciting and full of leisure

entertainment

3． The shape design are elegant, colorful patterns, delicate and use

exquisite materials

4． Using large-scale integrated circuits, which built-in programs. The

functionality are stable and reliable

5. Using the import lottery machine

6．Meet the general type of lottery

7． Using the imported coin machine, the diameters of coins can adjust

from 20mm to 28mm, which is in high accuracy, stable and reliable

8． Game programming and revenue ratio are easily to adjust

How to Play：
1 Insert coins, choose the game level, the game begins；

2 Choose 1P or 2P, and press OK, the ball will roll out, you

can bowl the ball out.

3 Bowl over the pins in the screen and you can get score.

The more pins you bowl over, the more tickets you will get.
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Ⅱ． DIMENSIONAND TECHNICAL PARAMETER

1． Working voltage: AC220V ± 5%50Hz (or AC 110V ± 5%,60Hz,

specific voltage, please refer to the nameplate of the machine);

2. Maximum power consumption: 500 W；

3. Overall dimensions: ：W2500*D3600*H2500 （mm）;

2500

3600

2500

4. Weight:：About 400 kg;

5. <environmental conditions: (indoor) temperature: -10~+40 ° c

temperature: ≤ 90%;Atmospheric pressure: 86Pa~106Pa.>:
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Ⅲ. ENCLOSED LIST OFTHE MACHINE

FOR USING THE MACHINE SATELY, PLEASE CHECKWHETHER

IT INCLUDS ALL THE PARTS BELOW BEFORE YOU USE.

ONE MAINFRAME
SPART PARTS, LIST OF THE TABLE BELOW:

NO NAME SIZE PC UNITE PICTURE REMARK

1 POWERWIRE 1．8m 1 PC

2 Insurance tube 5XΦ20mm 2 PC 10A

3 MANUAL 1 PC

4 KEY OR THE COIN
SELECTOR AH78 2 PC

5 KEYOF THE DOOR AH57 3 PC INDOORAND
BACK DOOR
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30cm

P la y   Z o n e

M achine  Z one

Ⅳ．METHODS OF PUT ,FIXEDAND MOVED

1. This machine is suitable for indoor use, they are not allowed for
outdoor use.
Outdoor use will affect the performance of the machine.

2． Mounted range size:Machines should be placed, there is enough
space to allow air to flow, cooling of the machine will be better

3．Do not use the machine in the following areas：

(1)The places which will make the machine produce condensate water or
the areas of large condensation temperature;
(2)Places near hot objects;
(3)Places near the dangerous goods;
(4)The smooth or unstable places;
(5)Near the equipment which is easy to produce sparks;
(6)Place in a serious shock;
(7)In the dusty environment.
(8) When move it , you must pay attention to the following:

① When you move it, you must turn off the power and pull the power
connection out.

②If the caster can not move when you moving, please replace the castors.
③Any moving, turning and transport artificial random could damage the

device and destroyed the mechanical properties .
④Confirmed the process of moving , flipping and transportation meet the

manufacturers requirements.
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V、 Power connection method

Attention
1. the power cord cannot be heavy pressure, which can damage the

wires easily to short circuit, and in severe cases may cause fire.
2. When you unplug the power cord from outlet, grasp the plug has

been removed, can not catch wires to unplug.
3. no direct mains plug with wet hands.
4. does not stretch, distortion, power lines, high-temperature objects

cannot be exposed near the power cord.
5. power cord cannot easily be kicked or have access to
6. to use the correct voltage and fuses (refer to technical parameters)
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VI. Power box description
电源开关

Power supply

电源插座

Power socket

1. This machine uses“220V±5% 50HZ（or 110V±5% 60HZ）。

2. insurance device installed the exchange insurance，the size is“220V
5A diameter is 20mm（or 110V 10A diameter 20mm）。

3. power switches are used to connect/shut off connection.
4. a grounding wire with special ground wire.

VII. Use and maintenance guide
1．Machines for maintenance and repairs, you must turn off the power
source.
In order to avoid short circuit, the persons concerned access to machine
internal components before you turn off the power source. If it requires
power, shall meet the requirements of operating instructions
2．When you replace a component determines when the appropriate
choice of accessories.
Use of incorrect parts can result in fire or electrical short circuit, damage
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to the Board, and no device
3．Don't arbitrarily split the Royal, Assembly, alter equipment. This can
cause fire or an electrical short circuit, mechanical failures, and so on.
4．Confirm the move, flip, transport and so on to meet manufacturers
request. Random people-moving, can damage equipment such as flip,
transport, destruction of machinery performance.
5．This machine is suitable for indoor use, should not be used outdoors.
Outdoor use will affect the performance of the machine.
6．Not in the following places
★Place where leakage or high humidity
★Close to the places of high temperature objects
★Close to dangerous goods.
★Slippery or unstable place.
★Equipment close to the spark
★Shock serious place
★Dusty environment
7．Do not place a vase filled with water in the above, cups. container, or

placing chemicals above and very heavy.
Liquid overflow will cause electrical short circuit damage devices,
chemical corrosion machine, will harm the human body falling from
a height and destruction of the machine.

8．Do not place objects at the vent being blocked will cause the
temperature rise, affect the functioning of machines or even damage the
device..
9．Power cord cannot be load down.

That this might damage the wires and cause short circuits and fire
10．When you unplug the power cord from outlet, grasp the plug-talk,

cannot grasp the wire has been removed. This can damage the wires,
causing short circuits and fires.

11．No direct mains plug with wet hands.
Otherwise it may cause electric shock injury the body.
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12．Does not stretch, distort, hard folding power line, power line exposed
to high humidity cannot be object.

These practices have damaged wires, causing short circuits and fires.
13．Power cord can not be kicked or contact easily. This will harm the

human body and damage the machine
14．Power cord cannot easily be kicked or have access to.

This will harm the human body and damage to the machine.
15．Not at liberty to runaway fires or operation faults.
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VIII. Error and Trouble shooting

Error solution

1.The computer and IO board are
disconnected.
2.The IO board is broken.

1.Please check the COM line, and pull it
out and re-plug it.

2.Please contact after-sell.

1.Ticket dispenser error.
2.No ticket.

1.Press the restore button of ticket
dispenser.
2.Add tickets.

1.No ball.
2.Testing sensor error.

1. Please check the COM line, and pull it
out and re-plug it.

2.If the sensor is broken, please contact
after-sell.

1.The infrared sensors of lane
are with error.

1.Please check if the corresponding
sensors are blocked by something；
2. The sensors are not aligning. Please
take apart the installation and adjust the
direction;
3.If the sensor is broken, please contact
after-sell to change it.

1.Can not read the memory,
which would cause running
error.

1.Please check if the memory stick of
computer is normal or not.

1.There are errors with the
sensor of motor, the ball would
not come out.

1.Please check if the sensor of motor is
broken.

1.Machinism error.
2.No prize.

1.Press the restore button.
2.Add prize.
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IX. Sensors Introduction and Repair Instruction

Sensor：transmitter and receiver.

Normally, the transmitter lights up all the time, and the receiver would

not light up. If the receiver lights up, it means that it is not aligning to the

corresponding transmitter or it is blocked by something.

 There are five pairs of sensors of each lane. The no. and transmit

direction of each pair of sensors are as shown as above.



Jungle Fantasy Bowling IO connecting V1.0
Input： ADC:

INPUT Content INPUT Content INPUT Content Item Content Content

IN1 1P ray input 1   purple IN9 1P ray of ball check    blue IN17 2P ray input 3    orange

AD1-2 
(J3)

+3.3V

IN2 1P ray input 2   grey IN10 1P ray of ball delivery   purple IN18 2P ray input 4    green AD1      1P choose button   white

IN3 1P ray input 3   white IN11 2P inset coin    brown white IN19 2P ray input 5    blue AD2      2P choose button   purple

IN4 1P ray input 4  green white IN12 IN20 2P feedback of ticket dispenser   green white GND

IN5 1P ray input 5  blue white IN13 2P ray of ball check    grey K1 Test Button     blue

AD3-4 
(J4)

+3.3V

IN6 1P feedback of ticket dispenser  green IN14 2P ray of ball delivery   white K2 Service Button    purple AD3  1P feedback of prize machine  pink

IN7 1P inset coin    brown IN15 2P ray input 1   brown K3 Ticket dispenser restore  grey AD4 2P feedback of prize machine  green

IN8 IN16 2P ray input 1   pink K4                    white GND

AD5-6 
(J5)

+3.3V
Remark：IN1-20 are standard inputs, 21-24 are connecting the backstage button AD5

AD6

Output GND

OUTPUT Content OUTPUT Content OUTPUT Content

AD7-8 
(J6)

+3.3V

OUT1 P1 ball delivery motor   grey OUT9  1P flash light 1      brown OUT17 AD7

OUT2 P2 ball delivery motor    white OUT10  1P flash light 2      pink OUT18 AD8

OUT3 RGB color wash light 1_R  brown OUT11  2P flash light 1      green OUT19  1P ticket dispenser drive   white GND

OUT4 RGB color wash light 1_G  pink OUT12  2P flash light 2      blue OUT20

OUT5 RGB color wash light 1_B  orange OUT13 tricoloured light_R   brown white OUT21 COM:

OUT6 RGB color wash light 2_R  green OUT14 tricoloured light_G   green white OUT22  2P ticket dispenser drive   white Item  Content 

OUT7 RGB color wash light 2_R  blue OUT15 middle flash light      grey OUT23 1P prize machine drive  brown COM1

OUT8 RGB color wash light 2_R  purple OUT16 tricoloured light_B   blue white OUT24 2P prize machine drive  orange USB
RF

Remark: OUT1-16 are MOS tubes, the max output electric current is 2A; Serial output

17-24 are ULN2803 output, the max output current is 50MA. Item Content Content

COM:

S1-5 
(J18)

GND

Item Content Content S1 Coin counter    brown

COM1 
(J12)

TX S2 Ticket counter   pink

RX S3
GND S4

COM2 
(J13)

TX S5
RX 5V

GND 12V
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